
Icons and symbols

settings

information/help

locked Sometimes clicking on this icon will change 
it to unlocked

unlocked

warning
alert
error

If the error or problem is very serious, 
these will be red. For a minor warning, they
may be yellow.

“you are safe”
“you are protected”

protection
virus protection

view
visible

This icon will often let you see a password 
that is hidden

hide

reminder
alert, notification

edit
draw

In photoshop, this means draw. Everywhere
else, it means edit.

finger print

trash
delete

send

power

search
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share This is often used for sharing on Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram. Sometimes email.

pin, 
pinned

Clicking this will usually make something 
stick to the top of a list

bookmark This icon can show that something is bookmarked 
or stet a bookmark, or show a list of bookmarks.

customer support

user
profile

group
group of users

map

location on a map Sometimes this is also called a map pin.

like
favorite

forward,
share

In email, this means forward. On Facebook 
it means share.

comment, 
chat

This icon will either let you see comments 
or make a comment.

Tag This icon usually allows you to add a one-
word description.

flag
report

This icon lets you tell the owner of a website that the
content is wrong or illegal. On Facebook this is the 
icon for Pages.

on/off switch To change a selection, just click. Don’t try to
drag the switch on or off

zoom in Makes things bigger

zoom out Makes things smaller

wi-fi
internte, broadcast

bluetooth This is a type of wireless connection used 
to connect devices that are close to each 
other
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attach

folder
sometimes: create folder

new folder
create folder

new document
new anything

create new
duplicate

add
create new

cancel
delete

menu

view as a grid or
thumbnails

view as a list

Document

empty battery

battery

mobile device This is an image of a tablet and phone. It 
usually means mobile device in general

large screen This is usually to indicate the difference 
between large screen and all mobile

download

upload
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save

shopping cart
shopping bag

Link

Remove link

goes to a different website You will see this to indicate when a link will
leave the current website

dropdown menu
open

close

code This button often allows you to add or mark
a bit of computer code

refresh
reload

filter This is often used to make search results 
more specific

pointer
select

layers

crop

move

allign justified This will make the text line up on both sides

left justified
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right justified

centered

increase indent

decrease indent

bold

italic

underline

strike through put a line through the text

cut

copy

bulleted list list with dots

numbered list

play

stop

pause

record often red colored

rewind

fast forward
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go to beginning
go to previous

go to end 
go to previous

eject

mute

mute microphone

microphone
sometimes: record

one jack for microphone and
headphones

This is a newer symbol on laptops to show 
that the one jack does both things.

camera,
photo

video camera
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